
  
To choose an “object” (very widely interpreted, any designed thing or interaction of what ever 
form or discipline) and to explore ways of writing about it that capture some of the complexities 
of that objects designed resonance with its contexts and some of the ways in which it mediates 
between users (ourselves) the technical system it deploys or is based on and the wider social/ 
cultural/ecological landscape of which it is a part.
  
To write about objects in data, is to consider what an object is and what we think an object may be.  
First, consider what Marx writes about historical materialism, objects that exist as outgrowths on the 
backbone of an economy where the use-function and necessity overrides all other needs and the 
production of objects serve as artifacts; markers of development and progress – literally, historicalness 
in an object. Moving further along the development of objects, encounter Baudelaire, famously known 
for his poetry but should be more famously known for being absolutely fetishistic. Consider the opening 
lines of  Les Bijoux (Jewelry) –
        

La très chère était nue, et, connaissant mon coeur,
Elle n'avait gardé que ses bijoux sonores,

  
(the most precious one was naked, and, aware of my desire)

(she had kept only her sonorous jewels)
   
During the second industrial revolution came the rise of the commodity, and what reproduction gave 
was to push artifacts from utilitarianism and needs – or what Agamben calls ‘the slavery of being useful’, 
the once clear division between ‘art’ and ‘non-art’ (established from the Renaissance) became blurry. 
Baudelaire pushed this concept even further, first by separating the use-value from its exchange-value 
thus defining the authority of work from its authenticity – to quote: ‘poetry has no end except to itself’ 
and then by putting forward the idea of an absolute commodity where the process of fetishisation would 
be pushed to the point of destroying the reality of the commodity itself, thereby cancelling the use value 
and exchange value; thus an object that is utterly useless and whose value is in its uselessness and the 
use of which is intangible and therefore both a commodity and not at once. The most common example 
of such extreme commodification/fetishisation would be in art, in particular Hirst’s works (I am thinking 
specifically of For The Love of God, but most of his work applies).
  
What would they think of though, of objects that exist in programming? Objects created in programming 
are almost the antithesis of  art-commodities in that it is extremely utilitarian. To create an object in 
programming, you first have to write it as a class, then pass through a constructor and finally a signifier 
via the ‘new’ type. The result of this is that an object in programming only exists in the program itself, 
and is utterly useless when append in any other program or language. What is interesting about objects 
in programming is that they aren’t exactly objects in what we usually understand objects to be (whole, 
complete, unto itself – being) but rather that these objects are self-contained praxises.
  
For instance, when constructing; defining the parameters as Object( parameter){ axiom} where the 
axiom is the “rule” of object or ‘function’ it can be recalled and remade as Object 1 = new Object (name) 
where the object becomes replicated as a process to carry a message. This message gets transmitted 
through networks, becoming relays  - literally, the McLuhan’s idea of ‘medium is message’ or perhaps 
even, the message itself is the medium.
  
What is key about objects in programming is that it is both a landmark in that it helps in the navigation 
of space (consider Csikszentmihalyi’s point about the lack of objects leading to ‘schizophrenia’ or the 
disturbance of self, objects as a way of grounding reality to navigate pathways) as well as a constant 
process that is  always contingent: propositions, not absolute; existing but only in contextual forms. 



These objects are unique in that the forms where they exist in can only be managed as intangible forms 
of syntax, nested protocols that manipulate the meta-reality they exist in.
  
Consider Galloway’s concept of Protocol, how it functions as the ‘black-box’ of conformity within 
what seems to be the free-form nature of web. Protocol being the method of control in a platform 
(where the distribution valves are controlled by corporations, and the content flows through) and 
also the manipulate reality (via hacking, modding or other tactical practices). Therefore, the object in 
programming exists in a unique situation where it affects reality through its presence (perhaps, as a 
form of haunting?) as well as not existing in a very basic, physical form. Recalling Agamben’s essay on 
toys, an object that is in the state of ‘in-between’ (different but equally relevant example;  Alan Kay’s 
idea of ‘ma’ – “that which is in between”,  interstitial.  In this state of ambiguity, where the value cannot 
be clearly assigned, loses its utilitarianism and withdraws from its state of use and the object is also a 
magical toy. (in the sense that magic is a ritual involving tools or codes that affect a change in reality) 
The extreme utilitarian nature of the object is diminished, and in some strange strange way; becomes 
just another commodity.
  
 


